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Some more foreign studies

published in Britain (2)

Could you force the win from here?

Some more foreign studies in

Britain (2)

We concfuded last time with some sludies senl to the Chess Amar€rl by thc Amencan
composer and analvst Oriin Frink. Here are some more.
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2a - after 6.,. f2

l, from Ma.ch 1927, complements Sackmann's l7 in spscial number 59: I Ka8!
ln Sackmann's study, the Wbite king started above the Black, and wanted to get to the
righl ot him; here, Whitc starts to the left of Black, and wants to get above him.
2, from September 1927, comes down to a theoretical nuance which appears not to
bave been noted before. I'll skip the early sidelines, which are relatively routine, and
go straight to the main point. 1Kds f6 2 h4 Ke3 3 h5 f5 4 h6 f4 5 h7 A 6 hSQ f2
gives 2a, and is this nor a book draw? Not quite. 7 Qes+! Kd3 (7...Kf3 8 Qe4+ Kg3
9 Qhl, 7...Kd2 8 Qh2 Kel 9 Kd4 flQ l0 Ke3) 8 Qb2l! nQ (8...Ke3 9 Qb5) 9 Qb5+!
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3b - after 15 Kal
3 and 4 appeared as a twin in May 1927. 3had already been shown in passing by
Amelung in 1900 (source not known to Harold van der Heijden), but he appears
merely to have given it as a drawn position at the end of a variation, In fact the only
drawing move is I Kel, and Frink gave the continuation 1...Rd8 2 Nb4 Ke3 3 Nc2+
Kd3 4 Kdl Rd7 5 Nel+ Ke3+ 6 Kcl Ke2 7 Nc2 (see 3a) Rb7 8 Nd4+ Kd3 9 Nf3
Rb4 l0 Nel+ Ke2 ll Nc2 Rc4 12 Kb2 'Kd3" (d2 was clearly intended) 13 Na3
Rb4+ 14 Ka2 Kcl 15 Kal 'drawn" (see 3b). If instead I Nel+ then 1..-Ke3+ 2 Kgl
Ke2 3 Ng2 Re8 4 Kh2 (4 Nh4 Re4 wins) Kl3 5 Nh4+ Kg4 6 Ng2 Rez and wills,
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I Kdl,

after 7.,,Rd7

In 4, everything is the other way round. The drawing move is now with the knight,
1 Ndl+, the given sequel being l..,Kd3+ 2 Kf1 Kd2 3 Nf2 (now \,r'e have effectively
a refleclion of 3a) Rg8 4 Ne4+ Ke3 5 Nc3 Rg4 6 Ndl+ Kd2 7 Nf2 Rf4 8 Kg2 Ke3
9 Nh3 "drawn", and if 1 Kdl instead then L,.Rc8 2 Na4 Kd3 3 Nb2+ Kc3 4 Kcl Rc7
5 Ndl+ Kd3+ 6 Kbl Kd2 7 Nb2 Rd7 (see 4a) 8 Kaz (8 Nh4 Rd4 ard 9...Rb4
winning) Kc3 9 Na4+ Kb4 l0 Nb2 Rdz and wins.
Dawson described these as "Very interesting and far from obvious twins- The way
either position converts into the draw or loss of rhe other according to the choice of
opening move is fascinating."
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5a - 3 Rd4, after 6...Re5

5b - main line, after 8 e5

Let us end with anotler rook and pawn study. 5, which has been quoted with an
attribution to the Encyclopaedia of Chess Endings of 1985, appealed in the Cfte$
ADnteLr in Febtuary 1926, and was described as "arl exceptional case, in this ending
regioo, where White wins although the Black King is only orie file from the Pawr
instead of the generally necessary two". The solution went 1 Kf4 Rft+ 2 Kg5 Re8
3 Kfs! (3 Rd4? Kc6 4 Kf6 Kc5 5 Ra4 Kb5 6 KfJ Re5 "drawn", see 5a) RI8+ 4 Kg6
Re8 5 Rd4! Kc6 6 Kf/! Re5 7 Kf6 Rh5 E e5 "wins" (see 5b). and there is a note rhat
if the Black king \rere on c6 or c5 he would draw. There are blind-alley duals at
various points and 2 Kg4 is as good as Kg5, but essendally this is the only way to win.
Frink deserves to be belter remembered. He was a sufficiently good analyst to gain
the respect of Andr€ Ch6ron, who published a deeply ambitious study dedicated to
him in the Chess Azatekl in February 1928i but as so often happels with dedjcatioo
pieces,

it proved to be unsound,
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6a - White's

objective

6b - after 5 Ke6

The Swiss composer Moriz Henneberger specialised in "desperado rook" studies,
and his 6 appeared jn the British Chess Magazine io ApiI1930. It was set as a task,
but no reader attempted a solution.
1 b7+ QxbT is obvious, but with which rook should Whiie recapture? Eitier will
stalemate the Black king, allowing Black to start a series of sacrificial checks, and it
tums out that the only square on which the White king can hide is g2 (see 6a), and this
only if he has kept his rook on b2. The correct capiure is therefore 2 Rfxft.
However, know where to go is only half the story. Thc composer's full solution
occupied over a page of the June 1930 issue, but the main line as given goes 2...Rh4+
3 Kg8! Rh8+l 4 Kf7 Rh?+! 5 Ke6 (see 6b) wjth two branches: 5..,Re7+ 6 Kfs Re5+
7 Kf4 Re4+ Kf3 Re3+ 9 Kt2 Rf3+ l0 Kel Rfl+ 11 Kd2 Rf2+ 12 Kc3 Rf3+ 13
Kc4 Rf4+ (see 6c) 14 KbS! RfS+ (14,..Kxb7 15 gxf4) 15 Ka4 Ra5+ 16 Kb4 Ra4+
(see 6d) 17 Kc3 Rc4+ 18 Kd2 Rd4+ 19 Ke2 Re4+ 20 Kf2 Rf4+ 21 Kg2 and White
has achieved his objective, or 5...Ri6+ 6 Kd5 Rd6+ 7 Kc4 Rc6+ 8 Kd3 Rc3+ 9 Kdz

I

Rd3+ 10

Kcl Rdl+

11 Kc2 Rcl+ 12 Kd2 Rd1+ 13 Kc3 Rd3+ 14 Kb4 Rd4+

15 Ka3 Ra4+ 16 Kb3 Ra3+ 17 Kb4 Ra4+ and we have asain reached 6d.
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6c - 5...Re7+, after 13...Rt4+
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6d - after 16...Ra4+

The definitive results now available from Eiko Bleicher's web site refine this
slightly (therc are timc-wasting altematives for White at many points, equi-optimal
altematives at a few, and there are one or two places where White could have saved a
move or Black could have prolonged play by a move), but complete accuracy is rarely
possible in a study of this kind and I think the key points, that White must bide on g2
and that he must get there via the a-tile and d2-e2-t), have not been compromised.
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7b-afterBNg3

Vitaly Halberstadts eminently practical 7 appeared in Cftess in 1939. I d7 is
obvious and corect, and best for Black is l,,.Be3 aiming for b6 (if instead 1...Bg5+
then 2 Ke8 followed by Ng6 and Ne7). There follows 2 Nc4 Bf4 3 Nd6 Bd2 4 Nb5+
Kb7 5 Nc3! blockjng the bishop's palh to the diagonal a5-d8, and we have 7a.
If 5...8e3 or 5...Bf4 trying to find another way through, 6 Nd5 covers b6lc7/f6 and,
ushers the pawn home, and if...Bgs+ then 6 Ke8 Kc6 transposes into the main line.
Hence 5...Kc6, to which White replics 6 Ke8 leaving his knight obstructing the
bishop. This leaves Black nothing better than 6..,8g5, and after 7 Ne4 Bh4 the further
sacrificial block 8 Ng3!! leaves him helpless (see 7b). Black's bishop ca.not get
round to the Q-side, and Nfs, atlacking the bishop and threatening rhe shut-off Ne7,
will be decisive, White can backtrack at moves 3 and 4 without forfbiting the win
(3 Nc5, 4 Nc4), but with these irrelevant exceptions every move has been forced,
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8-win
Halberstadt's 8 appeared

8a- l Kg6,
in

2 Nc6, 4...b1N

8b - main line, after 6 Nc5

the British Chess Magazine in May 1940. Try the

I Kg6: no, l...Ke4 2 Nb3 Kf4 3 Ncs Kg4 ard draws, or 2 Nc6 b3 3 Na5 b2
4 Nc4 blNl "with a draw obtainable by caretul play" (see 8a, and the database
obvious

confirms). But the Black king is unusually well placed on d3 (d4 would allqw Nc4+,
e3 would allow 1 Nc6 b3 2 Na5 b2 3 Nc4r, and anywhere else apart from e4 would be
outof range of f5 and White could play Kg6 and KxgT). So White triangulates, I Kf4
Kc3 2 Kg4 Kd3 3 Kg5, and now we see that 3..,Ke4 doesn't help either: 4 Kg6 Kf4
5 Nb3 Kes 6 Ncs (sce 8b) KdS 7 KxgT Kxcs 8 f6 and White will queen with check.
lf I...Rc2lKe2 then 2 Nc6 b3 3 Nd4+; if 1.-.Kd2 then 2 Nc6 b3 3 Na5 b2 4 Nc4+.
This was "a revision of an earlier work". but I have failed to trace the latter,
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The original version of 9, by Jos6 Mugnos, appeared in Chess in Marcb 1944, and
first and second prizes in its endgame toumey (the other prizewinner was also

shared

by Mugnos).

It

was later proved

to be unsound, but Harold van der Heiiden's

"Endgame study database III" has a conected version which I am using,
Like 6, it is a desperado rook study, but rhis rime White has six plausible options at
the start (either rook can go to the e, or g file) rathcr than just two. The conccr one
is 1 Rf4 setling the scene for the White king to hide on d4 (see 9a), and if I Rg4
instead then I Rh7+ 2 Kg5 Rg7+ 3 Kf5 Rg5+ 4 Ke6 Rg6+ 5 Kc5 Rg5+ 6 Kd6 Rxg4
7 Rc3 Re4 (or Rg6+). After I Rf4, the given tine continues 1...Rh7+ (l...Rd5+ 2 Kg4
Rg5+ 3 Kf3 Rg3+ 4 Ke4 Re3+ 5 Rxe3, 1.,.Rxd3 2 RfX+) 2 Kg4 Rh4+ 3 Kg3 (3 KR
Rxf4+ and 4..,Rf8) Rg4+ (3...Rh3r 4 Kf2 Rh2+ 5 Ke3 Rh3r/Re2+ 6 Kd4) 4 Kh3

i

Rh4+ 5 KgZ Rh2+ 6 KR Rf2+ 7 Ke3 RE+ (s€e 9b) 8 Kd2 Rfr+ 9 Kc3 Rc2+
10 Kb3 (White must play ro reach d4 from e3, not c3) Rb2+ ll Kc4 Rb4+ 12 Kc3
"Rc4+" (a mistake, because 13 Kb3 wins ar once, but 12.,.Rb3+ 13 Kd2 Rb2+
14 Ke3 Re2+ gives the intcnded finish) 13 Kd2 Rcz+ 14 Ke3 Re2+ 15 Kd4 and
mission accomplished. 3 Kh2 also works but takes a move longer, and there are
inevilable bltnd-alley duf,ls al !arious poinrs.

l0

- after 2...Bh7

S. Isenegger's 10, which appeared in Crrcss la[er in 1944, is much less clemanding.
1 g7, and if 1,..blQ+ then 2 KxhS and White will promote. If only the Black queen
could gcr across to h1... All .ighr, 1...Bd3+ 2 Kxh8 Bh7! (see 10a), aod if 3 KxhT
then 3...blQ+ and Black will indeed get across to hl. But White has an answer: 3 f7
Kxft 4 g8Q+l and 4.,.8xg8 will be stalemate. The passive knight on h8 is a piry_
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A- H. Branton's ll app€ared in the British Chess Magazine in August 1949. Any
king move off the file will threaten a quick mate, and we shall see tiat the dark square
is the one to choose: 1 Kh6. There follows l..,Nf4 2 Bf3+ Ng2 3 Rxg2, and we have
the tirst surprise: 3,..Be2! (see lla). White must retreat,4 Be4 (any other square on
the long diagonal is open to attack from the Black rook), and we have the elegant
dance 4...8d3 5 Bds Bc4 6 Bc6 Bb5 7 Bb7 Ba6 8 Ba8! (se€ 11b). The Black bishop
can do no more, and the end is swift: 8...Rxb2 9 Rg7+ Rb7 l0 RxbT (10 BxbT+
fails) RxbT 1l BxbT+ Kgl 12 f4. Had the White king choscn a light square, rhe
Black bishop could have pinned the White at move 4 or 5.

Branton's 12 appeared in the BCM in October 1949.

I

Be4+ doesn't seem

particularly strong until we notice that l,..Kh6 allows 2 Nf5r and 3 Nd6 winning rhe
bishop. So Black must retreat into the comer, 1...Kh8+, and this cannot be good,
White continues 2 Nf3 aiming for g5 and fl, and only 2,..d5 avoids a quick loss.
If now say 3 Bd3 then 3.,.894 and 4...8h5 guarding fl, hence 3 B96, and Black has
nothing better than 3...8e6 4 Ng5 Bg8 (see 1!a).
All this has been routine if skilful manoeuv.ing, but now comes the first strikjng
move: 5 Bh7! 5...8xh7 will allow immediate mate. helce 5...8e6. and now comes
the second striking move: 6 Bbl! Black's bishop must rerrear, 6...8gE, and 7 Baz
applies pressur€ from another angle. There follows 7...a5 8 Bb3 a4 9 Ba2 (see 13b),
leading to 9...a3 10 Bb3 a2 11 Bxa2 d4 12 BxgS ard 13 Nf7 mate. If iNtead 6 Bcz
then 6...8gg 7 Bb3 a5 8 Ba2 a4, and we have 12b wirh Whire to play: nowin.
Branton became olre of America's finest comDosers. He did these in his teens.
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l4a - after 3...Nb5
Three quickies to finish
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L, A. Caruza's 13 (BCM, November 1946) is

a

simple exercise in stalemate release, or at least it is simple jf White is careful: I KbsThis holds Black's pawn to a one-step move, 1...b6, and White has time to get his own
pawn to h6: 2 Kc4 b5+ 3 Kxd3 b4 4 Kc2 b3+ 5 Kb1 b2 6 h5 d3 7 h6, White can
now relax for a moment, because after 7...gxh6 any legal move will win.
The combination of two rooks against three minor pieces is sometimes difficult to
handle, but Frantisek Prokop's 14 (BCM, May 1967) makes it look easy. White starts
1 Rdl threatening the light bishop directly and the knjght by a skewer, hence 1...8b5,
and after 2 Ral+ Ba4 3 Rg5+ Nbs Black is almost completely tied up (see l4a).
Now 4 Kd3 threatcns 5 Kc4 and 6 Rxb5+, so Black's mobile bishop mus! counterattack. 4.-.8e7 is met by 5 Rf5 (5.-.Kb4 6 Rf4+ etc), and if 4...8c3 altacking the other
rook fien 5 Rxbs+ Kxbs 6 Kxc3 with a well-known zugzwang (6.,,Ka5 7 Kc4 etc),
If instead 5,,.Ka6 then 6 Rbb I Bxal 7 Rxal Kb5 8 Kc3 and the same.

154-after2a7
15, by Ladislav Prokes, appeared rn the BCM in February 1949. The king will
surely have to get off the long diagonal, and 1 Kf2 is the move to choose. Black
naturally plays l...alQ and immediate che,cks get nowhere, but White has 2 a7 and we
see why hc chose 12 for his kilg: the new Black queen bas no safe check (see 15a).
But can Black not play 2...Qxa7+, since White canrol afford to give up his rook
even for a queen? He doesn't nced to: 3Rb6+!Gee15b).

As usual, tny lhanks to Harold van der Heijdcn's irrahuble "Endgame
datobase

III"

and to the BCPS Library. - JDB
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